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 ABSTRACT:  CRUD can be reduced to relations, relational algebra, variables and (optionally) type theory. A 

database is seen as a set of relation variables, similar to variables in any imperative programming language except that 

they hold relations rather than scalar values. Queries apply a sequence of relational algebra operators to the values 

stored in relation variables. Read queries return the result the caller. Create, Update and Delete queries assign the result 

back to the original relation variable. One problem with ORMs is that they confuse rows for entities, tables for entity 

sets and columns for attributes. Chen's original paper stated that entities are represented by values and attributes are 

oneto-one relations represented by pairs of values. Another problem is trying to manipulate a row at time when the 

underlying system works with sets. Another is trying to abstract over a very high-level I don't want ORMs, I want my 

objects to talk in SQL with each other, but that's a different topic. "Relational" databases only loosely implement 

relational algebra. The "relational" in relational algebra, for instance, refers (among other things) to the relationship 

between "attributes" (columns) and their values within a "tuple" (rows in a table). In most SQL databases, all rows in a 

table ("tuples") have the same columns. That is not a requirement for relational algebra. Another examples are duplicates 

within tables. Relational algebra deals with sets of "tuples", where duplicates are not allowed. Yet, relational databases 

allow duplicates in tables unless a primary key is explicitly defined. 

 

The semantics around CRUD are driven more by the ACID properties of databases (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and 

durability). These properties drive the transactional semantics of relational databases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
CRUD refers to the four basic operations a software application should be able to perform – Create, Read, Update, and 

Delete. In such apps, users must be able to create data, have access to the data in the UI by reading the data, update or 

edit the data, and delete the data. In full-fledged applications, CRUD apps consist of 3 parts: an API (or server), a 

database, and a user interface (UI).The API contains the code and methods, the database stores and helps the user 

retrieve the information, while the user interface helps users interact with the app. You can make a CRUD app with any 

of the programming languages out there. And the app doesn’t have to be full stack – you can make a CRUD app with 

client-side JavaScript. In fact, the app with which I will be showing you how create, read, update and delete operations 

work is made with client-side JavaScript. Each letter in the CRUD acronym has a corresponding HTTP request method. 

The introduction introduces the context and significance of the study, detailing the need for an Employment 

Management System (EMS). It outlines the challenges faced by traditional human resource management practices and 

how an EMS can address these issues. The objectives of the study and the scope of the research are also stated. 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

The research methodology section outlines the systematic approach taken to develop and evaluate the EMS. It includes 

a detailed description of the requirements analysis, system design, implementation steps, and testing procedures. 

Various research techniques and tools used in the development process are also discussed. 
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Initially, a comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify existing solutions, challenges, and best practices 

in employment and human resource management systems. Based on the insights gained, specific requirements for the 

EMS were gathered through interviews and surveys with human resource professionals and potential end-users. These 

requirements informed the design phase, where a scalable and modular system architecture was conceptualized, 

incorporating essential modules such as employee information management, recruitment, payroll, and performance 

evaluation. The system was developed using an iterative, agile methodology, allowing for continuous feedback and 

incremental improvements. Advanced technologies and frameworks were employed to ensure the system's robustness, 

security, and user-friendliness. Extensive testing, including unit, integration, and user acceptance testing, was carried 

out to validate the system’s functionality, performance, and reliability. Finally, a pilot implementation was conducted 

within a controlled environment, followed by data analysis to assess the system's effectiveness and to identify areas for 

further refinement. Ethical considerations, such as data privacy and security, were integral throughout the research 

process, ensuring compliance with relevant regulations and best practices. 

 
III. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
The data flow in the Employment Management System (EMS) is structured to ensure seamless and efficient handling 

of employment-related information across various modules. The process begins with the input of employee data into 

the system, either through manual entry by HR personnel or via automated data import from existing databases. 

 

 
 

This data includes personal details, job titles, employment history, and other relevant information. Once entered, the 

data is stored in a centralized database, which serves as the backbone of the EMS, ensuring that all modules have 
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access to the most up-to-date information. From the centralized database, data flows into the recruitment module, where 

job openings are created, applications are tracked, and candidate evaluations are conducted. Successful candidate data 

is then transferred back into the employee records upon hiring. Concurrently, the payroll module accesses employee 

information to calculate salaries, taxes, and other deductions. It generates payroll reports and processes payments, 

ensuring timely and accurate compensation. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The system architecture of the Employment Management System (EMS) is designed to be modular, scalable, and 

secure, comprising several key layers and components that work together seamlessly. At the foundation is the data 
storage layer, which utilizes a centralized, relational database management system to store all employee-related data, 

including personal information, employment history, payroll details, and performance records. This database ensures 

data integrity and supports efficient querying and data retrieval. Above this is the application layer, which is built 

using a multi-tier architecture. The business logic is encapsulated within this layer, handling core functionalities such as 

employee data management, recruitment processes, payroll computations, and performance evaluations. This layer 

ensures that all business rules and processes are consistently applied. 

 

 
 

The presentation layer interfaces with the users through a web-based front-end, designed to be intuitive and user-

friendly, enabling HR personnel, managers, and employees to interact with the system effortlessly. This layer is 

developed using modern web technologies to ensure compatibility across different devices and browsers. 

Communication between the application and presentation layers is facilitated by RESTful APIs, providing secure and 

efficient data exchange. Security is a paramount concern in the system architecture, addressed by implementing robust 

authentication and authorization mechanisms. Role-based access control ensures that users have appropriate 

permissions based on their roles within the organization. Data encryption is employed both in transit and at rest to 

protect sensitive information. 
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V.  RESULT AND DESCRIPTION 
 
The implementation of the Employment Management System (EMS) yielded significant improvements in various 

aspects of human resource management. The system successfully centralized employee data, streamlining information 

access and management for HR personnel. The recruitment module enhanced the hiring process by efficiently tracking 

job applications, automating candidate evaluations, and integrating successful candidates' data directly into the 

employee records. This led to a reduction in the time and effort required for recruitment activities.  
 

 
 

The payroll module demonstrated its effectiveness by automating salary calculations, tax deductions, and generating 

payroll reports, ensuring accurate and timely payments. This automation reduced errors and administrative workload, 

allowing HR staff to focus on more strategic tasks. Performance evaluations were also greatly enhanced, with the 

system enabling comprehensive tracking of employee performance metrics, goal setting, and appraisal documentation. 

Feedback from managers and peers was seamlessly integrated, providing a holistic view of employee performance and 

facilitating more informed decision-making regarding promotions and development plans. 

 

 
 

User feedback indicated a high level of satisfaction with the EMS's intuitive interface and ease of use, highlighting its 

role in improving communication and transparency within the organization. The system's scalability and integration 

capabilities were validated through successful interfacing with existing ERP and CRM systems, ensuring smooth data 

flow across the enterprise. Overall, the EMS proved to be a robust, secure, and efficient solution for managing 

employment processes, contributing to enhanced organizational efficiency, better data management, and improved 

employee satisfaction. These results underscore the system's potential to transform traditional HR practices, making 

them more efficient and data-driven. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the culmination of this endeavor to create a movie review app, we envision a comprehensive platform that 

transcends conventional movie rating and discussion forums. Our mission is to craft a dynamic community hub that not 

only enriches the cinematic experience but also fosters meaningful interactions among users globally. Through 

meticulous system implementation encompassing robust backend architecture, intuitive frontend design, and stringent 
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security measures, our app aspires to offer a seamless, engaging, and secure environment for movie enthusiasts 

to explore, interact, and connect. At the heart of our app lies a commitment to cultivating a vibrant community of users 

who share their passion for cinema through reviews, ratings, and discussions. We recognize that movies have the power 

to evoke emotions, provoke thoughts, and inspire conversations, and our platform seeks to amplify these experiences 

by providing a space for users to engage deeply with the art of filmmaking. By fostering a sense of belonging and 

camaraderie among our members, we aim to create an inclusive and welcoming community where diverse voices are 

celebrated and respected. This app's features are meticulously designed to enhance the user experience and encourage 

active participation. From personalized recommendations based on individual preferences to intuitive search and 

discovery tools that make it easy to find new favorites, every aspect of our platform is tailored to delight and surprise 

users. We believe that by offering a curated selection of content and facilitating meaningful interactions, we can create 

an ecosystem where users feel valued, engaged, and inspired to share their love of movies with others. 

 

The development and implementation of the Employment Management System (EMS) have proven to be a 

transformative approach to modernizing human resource management practices. By centralizing and automating critical 

HR functions such as recruitment, payroll, and performance evaluation, the EMS significantly enhances efficiency, 

accuracy, and transparency within the organization. The system's modular architecture ensures scalability and 

flexibility, allowing it to adapt to the evolving needs of the organization and integrate seamlessly with other enterprise 

systems. The results from the implementation demonstrate marked improvements in the speed and accuracy of HR 

processes, reducing administrative burdens and enabling HR personnel to focus on strategic initiatives. User feedback 

highlights the system's intuitive interface and its positive impact on communication and data accessibility 
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